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CHAPTER IX

POLITICS OF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

ay
Robin Edgar Lawrason

The literature on the theory of instructional development is volumi-
nous. Every ardent ID specialist is able to write with precision and spe-cificity concerning the construction and testing of instructional products.A more relevant problem for developers, however, is not how to do ID,but how to get it done at their own campus. Academic ID programshave given considerable training in instructional process skills, yet littlein the way of personal or political skills.

Those within the profession generally agree that ID involves a sys-tematic process whereby instructional problems are analyzed and solu-
tions developed and tested, with the goal of improving the achievementof learners. The process has been described with the aid of models or
flow charts illustrating the numerous instructional variables and the
interrelationships among them (Baker and Schutz, 1971; Davies, 1971;
Davis, Alexander and Yelon, 1974; Gerlach and Ely, 1971; Pophamand Baker, 1970; etc.). Components of the process include the analy-sis of learner variables, the specification of content and of performance
objectives, the development of both teaching and learning strategies
together with appropriate resources, the allocation of space and time,
and the evaluation of learner skills, instructional products and proce-
dures.

The majority of writers, however, concentrate on those variables
related to the instructional act itself: learner characteristics, subject-
content hierarchies, th, specific teaching procedures and products. Thestudy of such variables as performance objectives, prompts, practice,
feedback, and various instructional methods is an essential task of the
researcher and developer in determining their effects upor. learner
achievement. Scientific development of an individualized freshman
English program, however, is by no means an assurance that the inno-
vative course will be implemented.

Implementation of any instructional development project within an
institution Pf higher education is not an easy task. It requires consider-
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approach prescribes important decision-making tasks as well as the time-:onsumin3 production requirements throughout the project. The processmust also take place within an institutional context, and thus, must in-terface with yet another system which has its own range of controls,variables, and priorities. Approvals and arrangements are required fromfaculty through policy or curriculum committees and from administra-tors concerned with funds, resources, time and space. Ironically in manyinstitutions of higher education, it is not uncommon to find that thepriorities and procedures of the academic community and of the admin-istrative structure conflict with those of individuals who are seriouslyconcerned with improving the quality of instruction. An ID team mayhave spent many months developing a new freshman English course,with individualized learning modules, based on the principle of studentmastery performance. After testing the new units with students the
team discovers significant increases in both learner achievement and mo-tivation. These innovators may be congratulated for their research, butif they were to attem;'t to implement the new course they would mostlikely be criticized by angry administrators and colleagues who areafraid of "grade inflation".

It has become increasingly evident in recent years, therefore, thatthe successful instructional developer must also become a change agent.As a change agent the ID professionai must be willing to identify, util-ize and attempt to modify the institutioi's PC.Vtiral power structure inorder to develop policies that lead to meaningful improvement of in-structional programs. The research of other social scientists interestedin the study of change, innovation, or the diffusion of new ideas canbe helpful to the ID professional. The study of change in itself hasbecome a discipline with its own systems and theories. Recent reviewsof change literature by Chin and Downey (1973), and Giacquinta (1973)provide evidence of the extensive research in this field. The ID com-munity must be able to use this new change theory to develop strate-gies and isolate factors that can aid in the diffusion of the results ofits developnieotai projects throughout higher education.
POLITICAL ID SUCCESS FACTORS FROM THE LITERATURE

Many educators have been concerned about !mplementation froman administrative or curricular standpoint. An excellent review of im-plementation or organization system models is provided by Baker inTraver' "?cond Handbook of Research in Teaching (1973). Thesemodels, nowever, are concerned with theoretical constructs based ona stable environmental context. Teaching or conducting ID in highereducation today cannot be said to occur in a stable environment. Bothtangible and intangible factors are at work within the complex matrixof an institution. Little research has yet been conducted that can
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determine the relative importance of those factors which could facili-
tate ID in higher education. Identification of those significant factors,
however, is not enough. Study must also be made of strategic inter-
relationships, not only among factors, but also in interaction with
those involving the loci of political control within the institution.

Comparison of published studies of factors influencing the imple-
mentation of ID products is difficult because much of the research to
date has either been too abstract, written in terms of general adminis-
trative or organizational theory; or else it has been anecdotal, pertain-
ing to specific ID programs within a single institution. Another problem
in comparing studies is created by the differing perceptions various people
in the academic community have of ID. fhe research-oriented develop-
ers tend to stress their concerns for maintaining controlled variables in
the application of their theoretic process. Producer-developers meanwhile
are more concerned with providing adequate material resources and staff
and perhaps even with the development of a marketable product. Admin-
istrators, pushed by politicians, are often concerned with the Lasic pro-
ductivity and accountability of their faculty and staff. Faculty, on the
other hand, are concerned with maintaining academic control, as well as
receiving both the needed time and rewards for their ID efforts. All groups
are legitimately concerned with an even more essential factor: the
financial support for providing ID work. Research that attempts to
examine change or innovation strategies is thus often confounded by
the wide range of perspectives to be found on the subject within the
academic community.

Despite these difficulties it is possible to find some consensus in
authors writing about successful ID projects concerning factors that con-
tributed to that success. At least eight factors are commonly reported
in the literature.

1. COMMITMENT BY THE INSTITUTION

This rather general factor was identified as essential in the estab-
lishment of an effective program of instructional development on cam-
pus by the majority of the authors reviewed. Both Diamond (1974)
and Purdy (1975) state that the administration is responsible for the
internal campus communication system and for addressing both prob-
lems and the need for change. Whitefield and Brammer (1973), De-
Bloois and Alder (1973), and Lee (1971) all stress that this support
must be forthcoming from either the president or provost in charge of
academic affairs. The creation of an "innovational climate" by the
administration is also stressed by Alexander and Yelon (1972), Diamond
(1975), Lee (1972', and Purdy (1975).
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Commitment by the administration, however, is measured by most
authors in terms of budgetary support for ID Centers: DeBloois and
Alder (1973); Diamond (1975); Lee (1971, 1972); Popham (1974);
Stowe (,./71); and Whitefield and Brammer (1973). This specific fac-
tor is clearly the success variable most frequently cited Sy those ID
Centers canvassed by Alexander and Yelon (1972).

Another indication of the administration's commitment which
appears to effect the success of ID programs is the position of the ID
Center within the hierarchy of the institution. In reporting on fifteen
ID Centers currently in operation throughout North America, Alexander
and Yelon (1972) report that the majority were operated from a cen-
tral position, whereas the remainder were operated within individual
Colleges or departments. Diamond (1975) stresses the necessity for ID
services to be controlled centrally with decision-making policies being
made at the Vice Presidential level where communication is clearly de-
fined between colleges and departments. Lee (1972) also argues that
the director should not only be given academic rank equal to faculty
colleagues, but also should have the power to make policy decisions in
relation to the ID projects under development. In describing their own
operations, four of the fifteen Centers in the Alexander and Yelon
study specifically mention the position of the ID Director in the ad-
ministrative hiera chy as an essential factor controlling his success.

2. FACULTY REWARDS

The current reward structure commonly found, particularly :n
older institutions of higher education, has had a strong negative influ-
ence upon efforts to improve teaching and learning. Benston (1973)
repeats the common argumen. that faculty are rewarded for research,
not for teaching. Good teaching, he argues, does bring a certain level
of prestige to the professor, but instead of positive reward, a good
teacher finds the work loan is increased when improvement efforts are
undertaken. Benston, as well as all other authors revie ed, stresses the
importance of providing incentives for improvements in teaching
through changes in cuaent out-dated standards for promotion, merit,
tenure, release time and so on.

3. SKILLS OF THE ID STAFF

The first success factor which is related to variables within the ID
Center itself appears well down the list, below the previous two factors
which were related to the administrative structure of the campus. The
most important internal factor described by most authors relates directly
to the range and quality of the professional skills available to faculty at
the Center. Specific skills mentioned by authors included personal dy-
namics skills, such as diagnosis of personal needs and counseling; skills

5
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required to move through the ID process, such as the definition of
goals, selection of strategies, etc; technical skills related to the design,
production and implementation of instructional materials; and skills
related to the evaluation of needs, people, materials and programs:
Alexander and Yelon (1972); DeBloois and Alder (1973); Diamond
(1975); Lee (1972); Lindquist (1975); Purdy (1974); and Whitefield
and Brammer (1973).

4. RESOURCES AND FACILITIES

Closely related to the "human" resources noted above, most of
the same authors cite the need for physical resources and facilities.
These include office, library and media resources (both hardware and
software) necessary for the design, production, implementation and
evaluation of new teaching resources and programs.

5. EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS

A smaller number of authors stress the need for programs of eval-
uation. Diamond (1974) sees evaluation not only as a part of the re-
vision cycle, but also stresses a type of evaluation at the "front end".
He calls for both the administration and the center to have clearly
identified goals and objectives, presumably to provide guidance in the
selection of development projects, as well as to provide a yardstick
against which to measure the final effects of the programs under develop-
ment. Popham (1974) stresses the need for focusing on student achieve-
ment as a means of getting at the complex and difficult task of measuring
teaching effectiveness. Bcth Lee (1971) and Lindquist (1974) cite overall
program evaluation as another essential consideration. In the review of
ID Centers by Alexander and Yelon, several Centers list evaluation of
ongoing programs as a key factor, and stress the need for consistency in
evaluation procedures.

6. FACULTY OPENNESS TO CHANGE

The strongest evidence of the importance of this factor is found in
the Alexander and Yelon book. At least nine of the fifteen ID Centers
stress this issue, making it second in importance only to budgetary sup-
port as a critical factor in the promotion of instructional development
on campus. Lindquist (1974) devotes his article to a consideration of
"change models" useful in promoting innovation on the campus. Purdy
(1975) states directly that the faculty's openness to change will serious-
ly effect development efforts on campus. Both Lindquist and Purdy,
however, suggest that unless faculty are involved in the change process
the efforts of the administration may be in vain.

6



7. STUDENT ATTITUDES

Few articles directly consider the needs of students, or try to re-late their attitudes to the development process. Only two of the fifteenCenters in the Alexander and Yelon book mention the importance ofpositive student attitudes. Diamond (1975), however, lists "a relevant
curriculum" as a primary factor. He explains that the curriculum should
be relevant to the present and future needs of the student, as well as to
the community, to society, and to existing psychological and socialfactors.

8. FOCUS OF THE ID CENTER

This factor seems to be a concern primarily of those ID Centersthat have developed beyond early stages. Diamond (1975) stresses theneed for the ID Center to focus on large scale projects which uti,ize
the full range of the ID process. By selection of well planned projectswith good prospects for success, and by following through on all de-
velopment phases on a collegial or departmental level (rather than or an
individual or course level), projects have a better chance of survival, aswell as a better chance of having a significant effect upon a wide group
of learners and faculty. In the Alexander and Yelon book, at least one
third of the ID Centers included level of focus as an important success
variable in the operation of their ID programs.

A recent study (Lawrason and Hedberg, 1977) attempted to deter-mine whether there was any correlation among the perceptions held by
various university people with respect to the relative importance of arange of factors which could conceivably effect the success of ID efforts.
Subjects were taken from two major northeastern universities. They in-
cluded faculty, administrators, ID stall, and ID graduate students. Each
was asked to rank the importance of twenty specific factors, then rate
(on a scale of 1 to 5) the manipulability of each factor within the insti-
tution. Manipulation was rated in two areas: the ability of the factor
to be manipulated by the ID Center, and for it to be manipulated by theadministration.

While the ctudy was not entirely successful in producing a general-
ized systems model that demonstrated consistent interrelationships
among factors, a number of important trends were noted. In overall
ranking the administration's support of the ID Center was selected as
the most important factor. When weighted averages were formed
(ranking x rating), this factor was again first in the administrativecontrol column. It was third, however, as a factor that could be mani-
pulated by the ID Center itself. The second ranking factor also involved
administration: budgetary support. Skills of the ID director and staff
were next in line, highly rated in terms both of the administration's and
of the ID Center's ability to control.

7
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An interesting observation in the study, moreover, was that sub-
jects tended to respond according to their individual concerns rather
than their academic roles. Factors clustered into four response patterns:
administrative support, instructional development policy, campus climate,
and IDC image. Subject groups tended to consistently favor one cluster
of factors or another; no correlation was found between the status of
the members of the groups and their perceptions of the locus of control e.
for making ID work successfully.

Perhaps the most important conclusion of the study relates to the
political environment of the campus in relation to the ID Center's posi-
tion in the administrative structure. An ID Center cannot exist success-
fully alone. While it can control to some degree the quality of director
and staff, instructional products and the diversity of services offered,
the more essential controls are related to areas outside its purvue: ad-
ministrative support through funds, rewards for faculty, position of the
ID Center and director in the university hierarchy, and the innovative
climate among administrators and faculty.

The Lawrason and Hedberg study attempted to examine the rela-
tive importance of ID implementation strategies, but was limited to re-
sponses based on perceptions acquired through personal training or
experience. Much of the current literature on implementation and
diffusion deals with such personal theories of advice to prospective
change agents. There are few studies in which a range of ID projects are
analyzed in terms of specific administrative and political factors. One
such study, The Rand Report, reviewed by Berman and McLaughlin
(1976), examines specific federal projects for change in education. The
multi-volumed Report examines project outcomes in terms of perceived
success, changes in behavior, fidelity and implementation within the
institutional setting.

The purpose of the present study, therefore, is to compare recently
published theory with the reported practices of those institutions which
are currently involved in instructional development projects. In this
way one can compare current theory with practice and gain a better
perception of the actual role of the ID professional within the political
hierarchy of the institution. Questions raised in the study were, basic-
ally, who promotes ID? Who does ID? Who pays for ID? and how is
ID implemented and evaluated within the institution?

8
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A Delaware Valley ID Project Survey

METHOD

The study surveyed sixteen representative institutions in the Dela-
ware Valley region. The geographic region of southeastern Pennsylvania
and southwestern New Jersey represents an area containing approximately
eight million inhabitants with a geographic center in Philadelphia. The
region is composed of high density inner city neighborhoods, a variety
of surrounding suburban communities, as well as large rural areas.

Included in the survey were five two-year community colleges, five
four-year private co!'eges, one four -year state college, three private uni-
versities and two state-related universities. Contacts were made with
principal academic leaders who referred the investigator to projects in
progress within each institution.

Data was then collected by the investigator, primarily through
telephone interviews. In some cases on-site interviews were conducted
to gain additional information or insight into the nature of the project.
During the pilot testing of the data form (Appendix A), it soon became
evident that answers given by respondents to the simplest questions
often were qualified, and that additional information was necessary be-
fore the responses could be placed in a proper context. The vast dif-
ferences in the level, scope, content and organization of the projects
surveyed made data collection a most difficult task. Thus, it was de-
cided that the phone interview procedure would be more efficient than
mailing the forms to project directors. Moreover, given the return rate
normally experienced with such forms, the direct interview approach
was also deemed to be more likely to p-ocure the required data.

Respondents were first read the following introductory statement,
which includes a definition of an instructional development project:

I am currently making a survey of instructional developirlent
projects for a research paper that I am writing. The purpose
of my paper is to provide useful information to other developers
about the various ways ID projects are organized in terms of
the administrative structures of the institution. I am defining
an hstructional development project as any project that
invor /es the following stages of development:

1. a proposal stage to gain financial support
(either internal or external).

2. a goals stage where student performance objectives
were specified.

3. a design and production stage where instructional
procedures and materials were developed to help
students reach the stated goals.

9
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4. an evaluation stage where procedures and materials
were tried out with representative students and measured
for effectiveness.

Ha-, your institution had any such projects under development over
the last year?

If respondents felt that their project qualified as an ID project, the
investigator proceeded with the questions listed on the data form.

RESULTS

A. PROJECTS BY INSTITUTION

The sixteen regional institutions surveyed reported twenty-eight ID
projects, distributed according to Table 1. The five community colleges
accounted for eleven of the total, the five private four-year colleges four,
and the single state college one. The two state-related universities reported
six projects in the survey, while the three private universities also reported
six.

TABLE 1. PROJECTS BY INSTITUTIONS

Institutional Level Number of Institutions Number of Projects

Community College 5 11

Private Four-year 5 4

State Four-year 1 1

State-related University 2 6

Privaw Universities 3 6

16 28

B. PROJECT ACADEMIC SUBJECT AREA

A full range of academic sut,ject areas were represented in the 28
projects surveyed. Education projects accounted for the greatest num-
ber with five projects. Interdisciplinary studies projects involving three
or more subject areas (primarily Humanities and Social Science areas)
had four projects in progress. Science, Mathematics, and Allied Health
each had three; Faculty Development, Basic Skills, Engineering, and
Social Work areas had two each. Career Education and English both
had one project represented in the sur ey.

1 re
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C. PROJECT SIZE AND SCOPE

The majority of projects (twenty) involved more than a single

course (Table 2). Several of these projects were at the level of a full
career-oriented program to train professionals in required competencies.

Only one project represented a single workshop session, and the remain-

ing seven projects were at the level of a three credit unit course.

D. PROJECT FUNDS

Funds for ID projects came from a variety of sources. Federal

grants accounted for almost half the projects (thirteen), while state aid

provided support for only one. The second largest irvestor was the in-

stitution itself. Seven projects were funded from the central administra-

tion, two by colleges within institutions, and one by an academic de-

partment. The remaining four projects were funded by grants from

private agencies.

E. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

1. Rank of the Project Director:
Interviewees ircm each project were asked to define the principal

role of the project director (PD). Seventeen directors out of twenty-

eight were faculty within the academic discipline of the project. Three
PDs were department chairpersons, four served at the level of academic

dean or vice president of the institution and four were ranked as staff

positions. The four staff persons were hired specifically for the task

of directing their project, while the othe, twenty-five directors were

already at the institution prior to the a-...:epsance of the proposal.

2. Training and Experience of the Project Director:

Ten of the directors interviewed in the survey underwent formal

training in the ID process. Another :en of the PDs had some exposure

to the concept through workshops, seminars or extended readings.

Eight PDs, however, had no training at all for their task. This lack of

training seemed to be somewhat offset by the previous experience of most

PDs. Nineteen had worked on prior projects, while nine were freshmen

to the development process. Of the nine novices, four had neither train-

ing nor previous experience.

3. The ID project Team:
In almost all cases the development team involved a number of in-

stitutional representatives. Only one project relied wholly upon the

director for program input. Another was completed by two people, the

director and a top administrator. Fifteen projects were a cooperative

effort between the PD and a group of faculty from the academic sub-

ject area. Another nine projects involved not only faculty but also a

range of specia!ists including curriculum and evaluation experts.

11
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TABLE 2. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION/DIFFUSION STRATEGIES

Implementation/Diffusion Strategy Frequency of Use in Projects*

1. faculty planning input 17
2. faculty planning rewards:

a. money 9
b. promotion 4
c. release time 5

3. faculty implementation rewards:

a. money 9
b. promotion 3
c. release time 4

4. faculty orientation program 19
5. faculty in service 13
6. use of validation data 9
7. teacher self evaluation procedure 11

8. publicity for ID project 9
9. continued monetary support 16

10. external evaluation 12
11. student opinion data 20
12. other unsolicited strategies:

a. support of administration 13
b. sale of instructional development product 3

*7otal of 28 projects.

4. The Project Staff:

While twenty-five of the projects had some clerical assistance, only
a few teams had the services (.4 a full-time secretary. In almost all cases
such aid was recruited from existing departmental or institutional pools.
Similarly of the nineteen projects that had media specialist assistance,
all used regular campus services rather than a full time staff. Ten of the
projects had the aid of fully trained instructional development consult-
ants. In most instances this assistance was provided through the director,
or a senior academic adviser with advanced training. Only in two in-
stances were professional consultants outside the project approached.

DISCUSSION

it is perhaps misleading to attempt to draw conclusions from the
data on whether the size of the institu:ion was related to the number of
ID projects identified. The survey did not attempt to include all projects

12
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identified. The surus did rot attempt to include all projects underwayat each institute .:;re all institutions in the region canvassed. Butit was apparerA ne institutions seemed to have more projects in
progress than others. One of the private state colleges, for example, hadthree of the total four projects identified for that group: Different philo-
sophies and priorities of the institutions would perhaps account for thesedifferences rather than their size alone. The one most productive collegehad an adminisaato: who was a positive change agent and who reachedinto the community as well as promoted ID activity within his own fac-ulty. The other colleges, while espousing improvement of ins ruction,had not been totally successful in moving faculty out of the traditional

limited lecturer/scholar role.
The most ambitious projects in terms of both scope and subject

area shared one common factor: all were innovative either in termsof curricular content or instructional technique. For example, severalcolleges developed new curriculum in allied hea!th, career education,or in the new field of gerontology as a response to community needsand interests. These projects had the highest potential for success for anumber. of reasons. First, as a response to both community and federalpriorities, the projects had selected target areas which qualified forgovernment funding. Second, since the projects were a direct responseto a local community need, student populations were assured for thenew programs. By selecting new subject fields not formerly taught atthe institutions, two project teams overcame one additional obstacle thathampered other projects. These two teams had a clean slate to develop ne.instructional strategies and policies which would then be established ina new college department rather than in a pre-existing department withall its political and administrative priorities. As noted in later discus-sion, ID success often appears correlated inversely with the number ofadministrative committees and levels of control that projects must passthrough before receiving approval.
The Career Education Project and several other major projectsinvolved experimentation with inter-disciplinary 6. aching approaches,or with new learning concepts such as experiential learning, personal-ized learning, or individualized instruction. All such projects depend

upon voluntary contributions by existing faculty. While the potentialfor change is high, the political realities in sustaining complicated ar-
rangements for assuring continued administrative and faculty supportmake the full incorporation of such projects into the institutionalmainstream less secure.

The role of the ID project ,iiirector would seem to be a criticalone in the development of new instructional procedures and resources.Yet, neither the academic lank nor training of the PD seemed to be

13
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correlated with project approval. The lack of any formal training for
the majority of PDs is distressing, particularly to the professional in-
structional developer. While more than 50% of the PDs had under-
gone at least informal ID training, +Lie majority were from the acade. sus

mic subject area of the project and lacked the more widely-based edu-
cational expe;tise associated with the pry cessional developer. It is
perhaps even more significant to note that only five of the sixteen
institutions surveyed have such professional assistance available. In
at least three of those institutions that have ID support there has
been turnover in these positions due to conflicts between the ID
professional and the administration. Only one of the sixteen insti-
tutions maintains a Center for Instructional Development as a sepa-
rate office within the administrative structure.

The implementation and diffusion strategies used were primarily
the traditional ones used in most institutions, and the results obtained
from their use corroborated current theory. The most successful and
commonly used strategy was the involvement of faculty in determining
the project content. The means of achieving input varied greatly from
forming small committees to gathering data from large numbers of
interested faculty. In projects where new subject disciplines were
being introduced, this strategy was less useful. One project gathered
this valuable input from external subject area professionals, as well as
from interested community leaders.

Orientation of faculty before t. implementation of the project
was a common strategy in many projects, but less than half the pro-
jects followed up with continued support for the faculty throughout
the first year. Only one third of the projects attempted to convince
faculty of the validity of the new procedures by demonstrating suc-
cessful results from either pilot test :4.ata or other successful programs.

Project evaluation was not used widely as either an implementa-
tion or a diffusion strategy. While twenty projects did use student
feedback, much of this was done in order to fulfill an institutional
requirement and was not related to the actual need of the project.
Only one third used instructor self-evaluation to give feedback through-
out the project implementation; and only one third built in an ex-
ternal evaluation to measure the success of the procedures, and to
gain support for the project.

Although directors were not asked specifically about administra:
tive support for their projects, thirteen PDs voluntarily stated that
such support was essential. The visibility of their support can be
interpreted through several other reported factors. The first indicator
comes from their project's source of funds. Only ten of the twenty-
eight were funded by the institution itself. In terms of tight budgets

14
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this may not be a true test of administrative support; it may be,
however, an indication of the low level of priority that such projects

have in relation to other budgetary items. Only those projects that
proved cost efficient or generated a larger student population were

assured of continued support by the institution after external funds

were expended.
A more Critical area by which to evaluate administrative support

for innovative ID projects is that of faculty rewards for participation

in such work. Data indicated that concrete support for faculty was
given in less than half of the ID projects surveyed. Rewards for both
planning and implementation stages came in the form of money or re-
lease time to work on projects. Only four project directors, however,
could report with any certainty that they might receive consideration
for promotion based on the time and effort spent on the project.

Several PDs indicated that their work had seriously impaired their
chances for promotion, and that their administration had encouraged
them to stay away from development tasks in favor of further re-

search. One such director admitted that he had been discouraged
from such activity, despite the fact that he had been awarded the

Distinguished Teacher Award by the institution's student body based

on his innovative project. Such conflict among the traditional priori-
ties of research, service, and teaching is by no means uncommon with-

in other institutions. Changes in the promotion policies, giving all
three areas equal weight, appear to be slow in coming. While adminis-
trators often actively promote the concept of better teaching, those

groups who are in control of promotion standards seem uninformed
of any shift in priorities towards the development of better instruction.

It is perhaps significant to note that a large percentage of the
projects came from the community colleges, which are more strongly
committed toproviding instruction to a wide variety of learners than
for individual faculty research. Two other four year colleges accounted
for another sizable number of projects. In all these institutions, in-
struction seemed to be rated as equal in priority to faculty research.
In one large university where such a priority does not exist, an en-
lightened administration bypassed the problem created by the recog-
nized "second class status" of instructional development activity by
employing only tenured professors to develop the large scale inter-
disciplinary program.

Part of the difficulty in giving administrative support to ID re-
lates to the general role of the administrator in relation to the faculty.
Many faculty perceive administrators as the adversary and fight to
maintain as much control as possible over academic decision-making.
An administration that appears too supportive of ID can be seen by
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insecure faculty members as a threat to their academic freedom and
integrity. Confrontation over management of instructional questions
is not uncommon, particularly in older, more academically or;anted,
institutions where the individual freedom of the faculty member is
sacrosanct. Severzl major projects involving several different subject-
matter disciplines and consequent administrative approvals, failed
because of either bitter polarization or total lack of communication
between faculty and administrators concerning instructional goals.

At one institution, the staff of a major project charged that the
administration had failed to take leadership because of z fear of
arousing conflict, and thus, all central efforts for instructional im-
provement failed. The paradox here is that while administrators en-
courage improvement and even greater "productivity" among faculty,
they tend to abdicate their power to allocate major resources and
rewards, in favor of voluntary efforts at improvement by individual
faculty members. While voluntary innovative projects are to be com-
mended, such efforts are unlikely to produce major changes in the
overall instructional practices on the campus. One director in a
final plea to his administration for support stated *hat it alone "holds
in its hands the symbols and prerogatives of 'e.gitimate authority. If
it chooses t use that authority to improve instruction, change is
possible . . . without that authority, the boundaries of voluntary
innovation will prove impossible. . . ."

The same director was also critical of both faculty and adminis-
tration for failing to recognize the intellectual depth of the instruc-
tional process. Gaps in knowledge, he claimed, were evident in areas
of group dynamics, organization theory, experimental design, measure-
ment, epistemology, statistics, instructional design, developmental and
educational psychology, and details of particular technologies. To
state that the missing knowledge is merely in the area of education,
a field of little status and use, he charged, was an anti-intellectual
defense.

A second institution is currently encountering a similar polariza-
tion and resistance with respect to a major campus-wide improvement
grant. In the first institution the grant was finally terminated when
it was evident that the administration could not and would not sup-
port the recommendations of the project director., In the second,
the administration has used its power through the grant as a political
tool against z.ri already embittered faculty. Developers caught in a
power struggle have had little opportunity to effect major changes
on a campus wide basis. In both cases the projects have been rendered
ineffective by the lack of communication concerning methods for the
achievement of common goals espoused by both sides.
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It would appear at first glance that the size of the institution may

have some effect upon the opportunity to achieve better communication.

The larger the institution the more difficult successful communication

becomes. In addition to size and communication systern5, there are also

the factors of the efficiency and the priorities of the institution's organi-

zation and management systems. Many successful projects surveyed were

found in smaller institutions with supportive administrators who shared

common goals with faulty. The small, voluntary, course-sized project,

moreover, had a greater chance for survival than did those involving sev-

c..al faculty departments and more extensive program or budgetary needs.

Such interdisciplinary projects are only successful when supported

by strong administrative initiative or backing. If, however, a number

of differer.. evels of administrative and faculty support or approval

are necessary, the chances for success are reduced. As soon as major

decision-making between potentially rival groups is involved, the oppor-

tunity for real change becomes dependent upon complex systems of

internal communication and management. Too often these systems nay

be at cross purposes with a system for instructional improvement.

CONCLUSIONS

The overall low level of instructional development activity in the

Delaware Valley/Philadelphia region was somewhat disheartening. The

initial task of identifying qualifying ID projects was itself a difficult

one. The fact that only one institution in the region, including those

outside the survey, has an office and staff for instructional development,

underscores the lack of serious concern for the improvement of instruc-

tion at the institutional level. This observation, however, should not

be interpreted as a reflectic.1 of the success or failure of those projects

reviewed in this survey, or of those committed faculty working on them.

To the contrary, the survey illustrates that certain concerned faculty,

dedicated to the improvement of instruction, will spend much energy

and time on tasks which ultimately may not receive support from their

peers or even from their administration. In fact, they persevere even

though these ID tasks may damage their chances for promotion and

their careers.
The single most apparent implementation strategy observed through

the series of interviews with project directors, therefore, was not one

present on the data sheet. It is a factor that is most difficult to measure

quantitatively or even objectively. The power of a committed individual

to do battle for change should never be underestimated. Lack of ID

training, lack of experience, failure to evaluate all aspects of the pro-

ject and even ignorance of all political and administrative hurdles can

often be overcome by such commitment to a project goal. The
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confidence and determination of knowledgeable professional academics

stood out as an effective means of achieving legitimate improvement in

instructional practices.
While such commitment is essential, strong independent personali-

ties alone cannot bring about the full range of improvement needed by

most institutions. Often when cast the role of rebel, such individuals

can become isolated or defensive about their own individual projects.

For too long institutions of higher education have stressed the inde-

pendence of individual academic roles. If instruction is to be signifi-

cantly improved across the spectrum of college level education, then

expertise is needed in many areas. Our institutions train graduates in

interpersonal communication, in organization, in administration, in

learning and instruction. It is time that these skills were used within

the structure of the university community to effect the improvement

of its own internal systems. Instructional development systems cannot

be totally successful without parallel study and development of the
institution's communication and management systems.

It is also apparent from this survey that the role of the professional

instructional developer is one of support for the academic project di-

rector rather than one of leadership. To give too much power to a

change agent appears to threaten both faculty and administration. To

illustraw this supportive, facilitative role, one can note the change of

strategy that our foreign service change agents have adopted in the last

few years. Programs like Action no longer march confidently into
underdeveloped countries complete with all of the answers. While

these agents are prepared with the latest medical agricultural technolo-

gies, they no longer set up the programs paternalistically for the native

populations. The new approach is to begin to interact at a more per-

sonal level with people in the target areas in order to begin the defini-

tion of problems and the discovery of workable solutions. Both sides

contribute not only to "the project", but aiso to sharing and inter-

personal growth. This more humane, and ultimately more successful,

approach allows the partners to exchange new ideas and technologies

in the implementation of new programs. As programs begin to be im-

plemented with advice from the change agents, the role of the agents

begins to diminish as the learners acquire the skills to incorporate the

innovations into their own daily routines. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971,

p. 235) document this shift in the role of the change agent, using re-

search on innovation which they have reviewed. Professional instruc-

tional developers have much to offer regular academic faculty, but

their ability to utilize interpersonal communication skills as well as

social and - political organizational skills are just as valuable to their

success as are their abilities with instructional systems.
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Perhaps the single most valuable tool the ID professional canbring to the faculty member is the technique of program documenta-tion. Without the documentation of the ID process from its initialplanning through the evaluation and revision of the system, the facultydeveloper cannot hope to remove the stigma of second class statuswhich the academic community attributes to the developer. Thetechnology involved in the ID process (when done according to itsstep by step procedures, including learner and content analysis, speci-fication of learner performance goals, development of evaluation mea-sures, design of instructional strategies and resources, testing of pro-cedures, learner and program evaluation) is a rigorous exercise thatcan be documented in every phase. Such data can provide facultywith specific evidence to demonstrate the effectiveness of their pro-grams to both their administrators and to their peers. Such informa-tion provides the basis for a growing body of research into learningstrategies. Published or unpublished, the amount of effort expendedin writing proposals, completing development tasks, and collecting andevaluating documentation is z, measurable as is that expended in tra-ditional research efforts by other faculty. Such documentation-ofID projects can thus be used as evidence of scholarship in the con-sideration of faculty members' promotions.
In summary, the implementation of instructional developmenttechnologies for the improvement of education requires the skills ofcommitted agents possessing proficiences in instructional systems, ininterpersonal communication systems, and in organizational systems.Such change agents can assist faculty not only in building their ownskills in instructional improvement, but also in documenting theirwork, thereby helping them to receive the appropriate recognitionthat they deserve from the academic community.
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